Oracle ZS4-4 Storage Appliance
Continues Long Tradition To
Deliver Enterprise Storage,
Performance, and Value for SAS®
Grid Computing
ZFS Storage Appliances have long been used to meet the robust and
demanding needs of shared file systems for SAS Grid Computing
workloads. Continuing from work started in 2010, it’s no surprise that
the Oracle ZS4-4 Storage Appliance delivers performance, throughput and enterprise
class storage features for SAS applications. Compute grids running concurrent SAS
applications drove sustained, intensive, multi-stream workloads which produced ~5.5GB
sec throughput to the ZS4-4 shared network file systems.
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Continued Momentum for ZFS Storage Appliances
Background

The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance is a multiprotocol enterprise storage system designed
to accelerate application performance and simplify management efficiency. With its
unique architecture, industry leading analytics, and intuitive management interface, ZFS
Storage delivers high performance and significantly reduces management overhead.
Excellent performance and price/performance benchmark results showcase the ability
to deliver high performance at a significantly lower cost.
The ZS4-4 can scale to 1.5 TB Memory, 120 CPU cores, and 3,500 TB capacity, with up to
12.8 TB of Flash Cache in a high-availability configuration. ZFS Storage Appliances deliver
additional bundled data services such as file and block level protocols including

connectivity over InfiniBand, Compression, Deduplication, Thin provisioning, DTrace
Analytics, Virus Scan, Snapshots, Triple Mirror, Triple Parity RAID, NDMP, and Clustering.
The DTrace Appliance Analytics include the features:
• Visualize CPU, cache, protocol, disk, memory, networking, and system related
data, all at the same time.
• Drill down quickly on areas of concern.
• Support multiple simultaneous application and workload analysis in real-time, to
help compare various aspects of system stress.
• Analysis can be saved, exported and replayed for further analysis.
• Real Time Analytics: Not every 1 or 5 minutes.

Continuing a Long Tradition of ZFS Storage Momentum, SAS
ZFS Storage Appliances have realized explosive growth, widespread adoption and
momentum via:
• Over 4000 customers
• Industry leading performance (Top Ten SPC-2 Results 16MAR2015)
• Industry leader in Efficiency (including price/performance)
• Oracle Database Co-Engineering (HCC, ADO, Pluggable DB Analytics)
• Oracle IT:
o Supports 40K+ internal developers building over 3K products
globally
! 10K servers executing 90K+ jobs daily
o Oracle – ZFS SA – Backbone of business critical, mission critical
operations
! Over 220+ Petabytes in use
! Oracle On Demand: 70 million users in over 4,000 environments
! Storage backbone for Oracle Public Cloud
Testing with SAS and ZFS Storage Appliances has been on going since well before 2010
with many successful implementations. An analyst review from Wikibon, Oracle ZS4-4
Storage Appliance Dominates High-bandwidth Processing, fits SAS processing
requirements very well: “Wikibon strongly recommends that the Oracle ZS4 and ZS3
appliances are included in any RFP for high bandwidth workloads with large sequential
IO blocks. Relevant workloads include backups, restores, ETL, and large-scale queries.”

Results

Background
Two independent grid configurations were used; one that was SPARC/Solaris based and
the other, Intel Xeon/Oracle Linux based. The different grid infrastructure platforms
were used to highlight the flexibility of the client platform. Results for both grids were
similar but results are presented from the SPARC based grid.

Workload
Five nodes submitted a SAS exclusive workload consisting of ~460 demanding
applications designed to push the limits of the I/O, memory and file caching subsystems.
Extremely large data sets (i.e.: 125+ GB) were utilized; typical SAS jobs included:
• Complex data step manipulating 35+GB input files and similarly sized output files
• SAS sort with unique input files of 145+GB
• ETL - Star schema customer dimension extracts with 19+GB input data sets
• Logistic regressions
• MIXED – random effects mixed model with repeated measures
• Iterative PROC RANK/SUMMARY
• Surveylogistic with over 1000 variables

Workload I/O Throughput Lifecycle
Network throughput to the ZFS Storage Appliance is shown below which represents the
combined NFS traffic from the 5 client nodes. Highlights include:
• I/O lifecycle from ~460 SAS jobs
o Top image: “SASDATA” throughput
o Bottom image: “SASWORK” throughput
• Workload contains significant write(orange highlight) and read mix
• High sustained I/O with combined peak throughput: ~5.5GB/sec (See Appendix
for network BW calculation)

Figure 1: ~5.5GB/sec Peak Throughput across dual controllers

Performance Efficiency and Scalability Drilldown
The I/O workload lifecycle above represents cumulative requests from 5 compute
nodes. The Platform LSF commands bundled with SAS Grid show that the SPARC M7
system (“m7-8loaner”) is the most powerful grid node with 48 cores – more than the
total of the other 4 nodes combined.
bash-4.1$ bhosts
HOST_NAME
m7-8loaner
t41cap-yc39
t41cap-yc3d
t42cap-y8ef
t42cap-y8f1

STATUS
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok

JL/U
-

MAX
48
8
4
16
8

NJOBS
0
0
0
0
0

RUN
0
0
0
0
0

SSUSP
0
0
0
0
0

USUSP
0
0
0
0
0

RSV
0
0
0
0
0

bash-4.1$ lshosts
HOST_NAME
m7-8loaner
t41cap-yc39
t41cap-yc3d
t42cap-y8ef
t42cap-y8f1

type
SOL64
SOL64
SOL64
SOL64
SOL64

model
Sun4V
Sun4V
Sun4V
Sun4V
Sun4V

cpuf ncpus maxmem maxswp server RESOURCES
26.0
48
477G 419.5G
Yes (mg)
26.0
8 127.5G 159.1G
Yes ()
26.0
4 63.5G 98.1G
Yes ()
26.0
16 511.5G 527.4G
Yes ()
26.0
8 255.5G
282G
Yes ()

The workload routed to the M7 was isolated and run as the exclusive ZS4 workload to
provide some additional insight. While the DTrace analytics snapshot above showed the
I/O throughput lifecycle for all five nodes with a peak throughput of ~5.5GB/sec, the
similar lifecycle is shown for the ~105 jobs run on the M7 highlighting:
• Peak throughput of ~2GB/sec
• Top: “SASDATA”- write workload(orange)
• Bottom: “SASWORK” - read workload(yellow)
While this workload was I/O intensive, the total run time on the M7 was nearly identical
when run in insolation as when all five nodes were simultaneously executing their I/O
intensive workloads. This demonstrates the scalability and efficiency of the ZS4 – as
workloads are added from multiple clients, the storage performs in stable and
predictable fashion.
The robust DTrace monitoring analytic capabilities are very important tools to track
resource requirements so that performance expectations are stable and that there are
no surprises.

Figure 2: M7 solo with BUFSIZE=128K, ~2GB/sec peak throughput

The peak throughput of ~2GB/sec was achieved using an NFS buffer size of 128K and
SAS BUFSIZE of 256K.
When we increase the NFS buffer size to 256K, we see a 50% increase in throughput to
almost 3GB/sec from the M7. Although the SAS BUFSIZE option was specified at 256K,
this modification is only applied to newly created data sets. Since the input datasets
were created with a BUFSIZE setting of 128K, the data sets were re-created at 256K.
In terms of a general recommendation, 128K or 64K would be appropriate. In general,
throughput is better and the system load is less for I/O intensive workloads, when using
larger NFS buffer sizes. That is certainly demonstrated above when comparing 256K vs.
128K NFS buffer sizes. However, the variability of NFS data sets and whether legacy
data sets are in use, its probably an overall more efficient use of resources to set the
buffer size at 128K unless the default SAS BUFSIZE is increased to match the NFS buffer
size (and data sets are recreated to use the new SAS BUFSIZE). Each situation is
different but 128K was a good tradeoff with the current test suite at hand

Figure 3:M7 solo with BUFSIZE=256K, ~3GB/sec peak throughput

Compression
The ZS4 has excellent options for data compression. SAS applications can also specify
compression of SAS data sets but its better to allow the ZS4 to do this – It’s more
efficient but more importantly, will offload CPU cycles to do the compression from the
SAS compute server (for which the SAS licensing fees are in effect)
It’s good to keep in mind the compression tradeoffs. The ZS4 allows for dynamic
modification of compression options; new files created from that point on will utilize
that method without having to dump/restore/offline file systems
From the BUI, navigate to the compression screen from Shares -> Edit Share (click on
Pencil). This screen shows that the fastest compression method is LZJB. A snapshot
representing the compressed files in SASWORK at that point in time demonstrates an
~8:1 compression ratio.

Figure 4: LZJB: shows 8:1 compression

For comparison, the next test iteration used the gzip2 compression method. Since this
is SASWORK (effectively empty at the beginning of a test run), compression ratios are
accurately calculated since legacy files won’t enter into the ratio calculation. The 2
snapshots below demonstration compression ratios between 17X and 37X.

Figure 5: GZIP-2: 17.47X compression- point in time snapshot

Figure 6: GZIP-2: 37X compression- point in time snapshot

Better compression generally requires additional CPU cycles in the ZS4 server nodes.
The image below shows a direct comparison of CPU utilization for the ZS4 – on the left is
CPU utilization for GZIP-2, and on the right, LZJB. Note the denser, “darker” heat map
on the left(GZIP-2) indicating more CPU utilization. The lower half shows that GZIP-2
(left) is ~20-30% CPU utilization while LZJB(right) is running in the ~10% range. The trade
off- GZIP2 demonstrates better compression but at the cost of higher CPU utilization.

Figure 7: ZS4 CPU Utilization comparison : LZJB compression vs GZIP-2 running exclusive SAS workload

It was worth noting that there was no noticeable difference in total run times for the
M7 workload with compression on or off or the type of compression.

SASWORK / UTILLOC on NFS – Good Idea or Not?
SAS utility or scratch file area is specified via the SASWORK or UTILLOC options. We’ll
refer to SASWORK as inclusive of both SASWORK and UTILLOC even though they’re
utilized in similarly purposed but mutually exclusive contexts.
The topic of using /tmp for SASWORK is an often debated topic where its sometimes
recommended to use /tmp or strongly recommended to not use /tmp. Similarly, the
question often comes up as to whether to place SASWORK on an NFS shares; there are
situations when it would be well suited and others where it would not.
SASWORK is volatile – meaning that, with a few exceptions, all process files and
directories related to SASWORK are deleted at process termination. Thus, it’s often
configured using less redundant storage since the data has a short lifespan.
ZS4 storage pools are defined by their RAID or redundancy specification. “SASDATA” is
often architected with higher redundancy (i.e.: triple mirror with NSPOF -No Single Point
of Failure). SASWORK would use the same redundancy as “SASDATA” or separate pools
would need to be created. Separate pools require their own disks and available
spindles will be assigned to one pool or the other. This is a very reasonable and
common approach but it could create some utilization and performance inefficiencies if
one pool is configured with too many disks and the other with too few.
Since SASWORK contains files that are rarely shared, it doesn’t necessarily need to make
use of the shared NFS resources. As more compute nodes are added to the ZS4 storage
grid, additional I/O requirements translates to additional network utilization. Offloading
some SASWORK to internal drives/SSD/FLASH would be appropriate.
However, clients may not have enough file space to support SASWORK locally in which
case the NFS share would be an excellent and practical use case. A rule of thumb for
sizing SASWORK is 3-4X the size of SAS datasets under use.
The pros and cons for placing SASWORK on NAS storage should start to emergebalancing the needs of a large storage pool versus how much network bandwidth to
consume for the support of volatile storage requirements is site specific. In our config
under test, we purposely utilized SASWORK on the ZS4 primarily to drive high I/O
bandwidth but also to show validation and affirmation for this configuration option.

Sizing and Capacity Planning

Often there are blanket recommendations that a storage platform for SAS requires 50100MB/sec per CPU core. Many installations get into performance hot water because
their storage subsystems are seriously underpowered which is why this
recommendation was initially framed. This is good starting point for a conversation
about I/O but a conversation that uses this as single decision criteria is technically
incomplete. 100MB/sec of I/O per core does not guarantee good performance.
A number like that doesn’t take into account key factors when sizing and administering
a storage subsystem such as overall system configuration balance. A key criterion is
total read/write throughput; its up to the IT administration team to determine whether
that throughput is sufficient when shared by the collective SAS user community.
The total feature set, of functionality, availability, performance, and cost should be an
integral part of the decision criteria.

Configuration
The configuration of our test environment consisted of five SPARC servers and four Xeon
servers connected by an InfiniBand Fabric to the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance. The
servers ran the SAS Grid components including SAS compute nodes, SAS Grid
Admin/Control, and SAS Metadata. The storage housed the SAS datasets, SAS
WORKAREA and the SAS UTILLOC.

Server Configuration

Compute Grid:
• 5 SPARC Servers
o M7-8 domain: 1.5x4.13GHz SPARC M7, 512GB RAM, Solaris 11.3
o T4-2(x2): 2x2.85GHz, 512GB RAM, Solaris 11.2
o T4-1(x2): 1x2.85 GHz, 128GB RAM, Solaris 11.2
• 4 Xeon Servers
o X5-2 (x4): 2x2.3GHz Xeon E5-2699, 256GB RAM, Oracle Linux 6.6

Storage Configuration
The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance uses a combination of enterprise-grade hardware and
a unique, storage-optimized version of the Oracle Solaris kernel and ZFS file system to
deliver high performance and advanced data services.. The storage nodes or controllers
deliver exceptional compute power required to concurrently run multiple modern
storage workloads along with advanced data services. Each appliance can be configured
as a single controller or as a dual-controller system. A dual-controller system (required
for High Availability configuration), has two identical storage controllers which work as a
cluster, monitoring one another so that a single controller can take over the storage
resources managed by the other controller in the event of a controller failure.
Each controller node manages the traffic from/to the storage clients via a highperformance network over Ethernet, fibre Channel, and/or infiniband. The controller
handles the computations required to implement the selected data protection (i.e.

mirroring, RAIDZ), data reduction (i.e. compression, deduplication), and any other
relevant data services (i.e. remote replication).

ZS4-4 Storage Appliance:
The following snapshots of the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance management interface,
show the configuration of each controller of the ZS4-4 which has 4 x 2.8GHz Zeon E78995 CPU, 1.5TB RAM and 6 Oracle Storage Drive Enclosures. These disk shelves or
trays are the Performance Drive Enclosure DE2-24P and installed with 20 highperformance, 10000 rpm, 2.5" form-factor HDDs, and 4 high-endurance SSDs used for
write cache

Figure 8: ZS4-4 Top Level Configuration for Dual Controllers

Active-Active Configuration
Each controller of the active-active ZS4 cluster owns one of the two pools and surfaces
NFS services on its individual IP address. Both controllers can fail over to the other and
surface both its own and the failed over IP and NFS services.
• Node 1: Bonded IB interface(dual IB ports), Owns pool: /export/SASDATA1
• Node 2: Bonded IB interface(dual IB ports), owns pool: /export/SASWORK1

Figure 9: ZS4-4 Active-Active Configuration

Network Configuration
The actual underlying network configuration is shown below. If the cluster was run in
an active-passive configuration, the number of network interfaces could be reduced in
half and would also allow for all the spindles to be used in a single pool.

Figure 10: ZS4-4 Network Configuration - 2 x Dual-Ported, Bonded IB interfaces

Storage Config
Many options are available for configuring the disks in the Oracle ZFS Storage ZS4-4
Appliance. Two mirrored, NSPF (No Single Point of Failure) pool configurations were
selected. This common, real world configuration offers the safety and resilience of
mirroring as well as one of the highest performance configuration options.

Figure 11: ZS4-4 Pool Configuration for Controller 1 (Host alias: papaya)

Figure 12: ZS4-4 Pool Configuration for Controller 2 (Host alias: pomelo)

SAS Application Configuration
•
•
•

SAS 9.4M2
Platform LSF 9.1.3
Mixed analytic workload – both NFS V3 and V4 were utilized

SAS Application Insight via ZS4 DTrace Analytics
As jobs are submitted, the SAS Grid might start appearing as a black box to system and
storage administrators. If problems arise, admins who are not familiar with SAS and the
SAS tools might have difficulty root causing the origin or source of the problems. Or
perhaps they are unaware of trending problems until it was too late. Could these
questions be easily answered: Who are the top consumers of I/O resources? What are
the top files being accessed? How often? With respect to I/O resource consumption,
are the jobs getting distributed to all the nodes in even fashion? If multiple network
interfaces are configured, are they getting utilized in expected patterns?
The ZS4 DTrace Analytics provides tremendous insight into the heuristics of the SAS grid
workloads and can answer these questions and more. In the screenshot below, the top
image shows NFS v4 traffic by IP address (top consumer highlighted in orange). The
bottom half of the snapshot shows the 3 files generating the most IOPs. This very
simple graph trivially provides great insight into the workload at hand.

Figure 13: ZS4-4 DTrace Analytics Offers Valuable Insight into SAS Grid Workloads

Summary
The Oracle ZS4-4 Storage Appliance continues its long tradition of providing a highly
robust and performant storage platform for SAS Grid Computing. High sustained
throughput for demanding SAS workloads were demonstrated with single SPARC M7
peak throughput of ~3GB/sec and ~5.5GB/sec for a 5 node grid. Performance results for
the workload under test were not affected when compression was enabled. GZIP-2
showed higher compression ratios (up to 37X) than LZJB but GZIP-2 was seen to utilize
higher CPU resources. Increasing the NFS buffer size from 128K to 256K as well as SAS
BUFSIZE modifications showed greater efficiency and higher throughput. SAS BUFSIZE
of 128K is a reasonable default
In addition to the over 4000 customers utilizing ZFS Storage Appliances, Oracle IT alone
has 200PB of this storage in production to support internal operations, enterprise wide
software development teams . Oracle’s internal usage and use of this as the storage
backbone for public facing Cloud deployments, provides for the most demanding and
varied use case of enterprise, mission critical storage.

Appendix
•
•
•

Network bandwidth calculations
NFS client settings
Miscellaneous Considerations

**Network Bandwidth Calculations
The image below shows peak bandwidth at ~3.4GB/sec. However, the calculated
bandwidth should be stated as half, or ~1.7GB, because the throughput is effectively
double counted. The reason- bonded IB interfaces were configured and the network
traffic was totaled for the logical IPMP interface PLUS the individual physical interfaces
that make up the bonded interface. Thus, for all the references to bandwidth above,
the stated bandwidth is halved from what the DTrace analytics shows.
Note, while other network interfaces are shown below, only the IB interfaces are used
for the primary NFS traffic. The IPMP IB interface is highlighted below to show the
traffic from the logical, bonded interface.

Figure 14: Network Bandwidth Calculations - Bonded IB NIC traffic - double counted

NFS Client Settings:
Solaris kernel settings: /etc/system
set nfs:nfs3_bsize=131072
set nfs:nfs_nra=32
set nfs:nfs4_bsize=131072
rpcmod:clnt_max_conns=8

*nfs3_bsize and nfs4_bsize were modified to 262144 for the 256K tests

Solaris /etc/vfstab mount options:
noxattr,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,proto=tcp
*wsize/rsize modified to 262144 for 256K tests

Linux kernel settings: /etc/sysctl.conf
# Set rpc slots to max
sunrpc.udp_slot_table_entries =
sunrpc.tcp_slot_table_entries =
# Set the socket buffer size
net.core.rmem_default = 262144
net.core.rmem_max = 4194304
net.core.wmem_default = 262144
net.core.wmem_max = 4194304
# TCP socket buffer size
net.ipv4.tcp_rmem = 4096 262144
net.ipv4.tcp_wmem = 4096 262144

128
128

4194304
4194304

Linux /etc/fstab mount options:
rw,bg,intr,hard,timeo=600,rsize=131072,wsize=131072,nfsvers=3,tcp,noacl
*rsize/wsize modified accordingly

Miscellaneous Considerations
1) In this particular workload where multiple clients were operating on extremely large
files, with no re-use of those files, consider maximizing DRAM on the heads before
adding log devices(readzillas) to the configuration. Similiarly, log devices (logzillas)
were not heavily utilized.
2) Enable LZJB compression to increase storage utilization and increase performance if
the number of disks is believed to be a limiting heuristic.
3) Ensure that routes are correctly configured and multihoming routing model is set to
“strict” so the correct network links are used for data traffic.
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